CROSSWORD
No. 15,948 Set by SLORMGORM

ACROSS
1 Pine for one tender to court daughter (8)
5 Extend study on Soviet Politburo leaders (6)
10 Woman granny cannibalised (reportedly) (7)
11 Follow the rules of conservative in fine fettle (7)
12 May one go out with enthralling Dutch runner (9)
13 Crime that makes clergyman lose head (5)
15 Cad with Irish accent's not British (5)
16 Lively article one friend finally read (8)
19 Breaking up can be wonderful (8)
20 Possibly unhappy about wind-up (3,2)
21 Dance music record by Orbital originally (5)
23 Synopses of a bishop's religious treaties (9)
25 Might one create a ring of cattle? (7)
27 Trained doctor meeting unwell editor (7)
28 Kid singer with wig on head (3,3)
29 Captured renegade ran sneakily around cages (8)

DOWN
1 Cushy job initially selling popular drug remedy (8)
2 Manage funds differently for entertainments (3,3,5)
3 One who sees over time one's clever humour (9)
4 High-brow musical work the Queen admires primarily (5)
6 Rubbish lawyer, one with two black eyes? (5)
7 I shot subordinate of ensign at the front (3)
8 Fellow describing flipping yours truly as a fiend (5)
9 Crafty GM in chess Short annoyed (8)
14 Acts clear up after tumbling in this? (11)
16 Friendly catholic absorbed by self-doubting question? (8)
17 When individual internalises one malicious remark (8)
18 Unbalanced? Indeed so, having to whirl about! (3-5)
21 Dean's half-finished my interior design (5)
22 Old and wicked Greek character (5)
24 Bit of a lather heading to any northern country (5)
26 You might say Victoria Beckham is comic (3)

Solution 15,947

JOTTER PAD